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Along with being pleasurable and satisfying, knitting can sometimes be frustrating: the turtleneck

that looked so fabulous on the model is too bulky for your body, or the cardigan you spent countless

hours on just doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fit right. Herein lies the beauty of Custom Knits, which teaches

knitters how to use improvisational techniques to achieve spectacular results&#151;and to unleash

their inner designers.Ã‚Â Wendy Bernard, creator of the popular blog Knit and Tonic, provides 25

original designs for sweaters of nearly every type, plus variations, most knitted in one piece starting

at the top, a method that allows you to try on as you go, alter as desired, and essentially design on

the fly. &#147;Make It Your OwnÃ¢â‚¬Â• prompts in each pattern suggest easy alterations to suit

your style and body type. And an in-depth reference section teaches how to alter key sweater

elements, for example, change a crewneck to a V-neck, add sleeves to a vest, and much more. For

the truly adventurous, the book concludes with guidelines for knitting sweaters with no pattern at

all.Ã‚Â BernardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s friendly writing style and photographer Kimball HallÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lively

images create an inviting book of beautiful designs and key techniques that a knitter can use to

customize nearly every garment she knits from now on.
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Most of the book is women's sweater patterns. All of them are knit in one piece, most of them from

the top down, which is by far one of my favorite methods-it makes it so much easier to try on for

size, not to mention not needing seaming later.One of my favorite things is that each design comes

with suggestions for things you can do to personalize it, and, the designs themselves? I think they're

lovely. In fact, there's not a single one that I did NOT like, even if I'm not itching to pick up my

needles and knit every single one of them.The final chapter is one of my favorites. It's titled

"Unleash Your Inner Designer" and then breaks down the structure of the different top-down

designs ... what you need to do a raglan for top down, what you do to do a set-in sleeve from top

down-all the math and the schematics necessary. Not to mention a very nice section of instructions

on what to do to change a neckline, or the depth of an armhole, to make a design more

personal.This, I think, is my favorite part of this book-that it not only has nice designs, but that the

author thoughtfully spells out what you need to do to make the sweaters more "you." She gives you

good designs, and then gives you the tools you need to take them to another level-tacit permission

to PLAY, instead of trying to make sure you never vary from the designs she gave you.Really, about

the only thing I DIDN'T like was that there was no index or listing of patterns, making it tricky to find

a specific one later on.

Very attractive, modern, wearable styles. The first item i made came out great. Am now working on

a second with some of my own tweaks.

no one wears pants in this entire book!

I have read Wendy's blog for years now and I had great expectations for this book. I was not let

down. I adore this book. It is full of loads of patterns any women or young adult would want to knit.

The best part is how each pattern has a "make it your own" section explaining how to modify the

neck line, sleeve length or length. The book is separated into sections so you have several raglan

top down sweaters, a few yoke, set-in sleeve and even a saddle neck sweater. The very back of the

book explains how to modify and design your very own knits using existing patterns or just

designing on the fly using your inspiration and creativity. This book would very easily pass as a

"knitting designer" primer. I adore it, it's going to sit right next to all my favorite knitting books by



Elizabeth Zimmerman and Nancy Bush. Oh and I nearly forgot to mention the wonderful section on

how to create your own duct tape mannequin for your bust. I had first seen this on the craftster.org a

while ago and other various website, and it's wonderful to see a very nice tutorial that I can keep in

my book collection and not have to worry about a link disappearing.Great job Wendy!! I can't wait for

more.

I got this book because I wanted to convert a flat bottom up sweater pattern to a circular top down

sweater. I found it was a bit more work than I thought, but with the information in this book it is

possible.

This book is very helpful in learning to fit garments correctly. It has patterns from the tope down that

require very little sewing which is wonderful.

I was surprised by so many great patterns. I love the book and am using it right now. IT'S GREAT.

The instructions and writing in the book are very clear. I'm an beginner/intermediate knitter, so I'm

working my way through this book slowly, starting with Ingenue. So far I have no complaints.I

recommend joining Ravelry.com to view the end results of the patterns in this or any other book.

They seem to have plenty of examples from Wendy B's book, and that helped me a lot.
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